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ASUPS elections face apathy 
By Jenny Apple 
AS UPS Reporter 
Uncontested races for all nine senate 
seats and both executive positions in 
ASUPS are inspiring efforts to explain 
the lack of candidates and question the 
effectiveness of the election process. 
On Tuesday, February 20, Britt 
Gossage made the announcement that she 
was withdrawing from the race for vice-
president. 
When asked why she decided not to 
run, Gossage explained, "Mainly just 
because of lack of time, which I think is 
one of the reasons why we have so few 
candidates." She also commented, "In 
order to run I would have had to resign 
from my senate position ... I feel that I 
could accomplish just as many of my 
goals as a senator as I could as vice-
president." 
Gossage will continue her term as a 
senator until October. 
Eric Konzelman, Director of Business 
Services and now the only candidate for 
vice-president, has "mixed emotions" 
about running unopposed. While he does 
not enjoy campaigning, he is concerned 
about how his position will be perceived. 
I've seen how difficult it may be trying 
to come in and try to legitimize your 
position bysaying, 'Well, I was elected,'  
when really the choices were you or 
nobody," explained Konzelman. 
Herman Westreich, senate chairperson 
and the only candidate for president, is 
also worried about running unopposed. 
"It certainly will affect my clout with the 
administration," he commented. 
Many involved in student government 
have tried to explain the lack of 
candidates. 
Roger Woods, chairman of the 
elections committee, feels the lack of 
candidates is partly attributable to the 
involvement of students in other 
activities. "The people that might be 
interested in these positions are already 
involved in some kind of responsibility 
in some other organization on campus," 
he explained. 
Suggested Konzelman, "It could be the 
new system. People could be afraid of the 
new system." 
Vice-president John Otter agrees that 
the low candidate turnout may be because 
of the new changes. "People are still also 
getting used to them," he commented. 
Last year senate consisted of 12 at-large 
positions. Now there are 16 seats which 
include living group, class, and at-large 
representatives. 
Otter does feel the new system is an 
improvement. In the past, described 
Otter, at one time, "not only (was senate) 
controlled by one part of the campus, the 
Greeks, but by one house." 
Woods feels the new representation 
method may discourage people from 
running, however. "I think some people 
are kind of turned off because they don't 
want to stick themselves in a particular 
category," he suggested. 
Commented Konzelman about the new 
changes, "We have more people 
participating ... but the drawback to that is 
they're all uncontested positions. You 
may be losing quality...when you get 
that quantity." 
Some also have complaints about the 
way elections are being run this year. 
Commented Westreich, "I think 
elections could have been done a little 
better." 
Konzelman believes that the elections 
committee did not start its planning for 
this election early enough. "The day after 
the fall election they had to start 
preparing for this election: finding 
candidates, publicizing it, getting people 
more knowledgeable about senate." 
Woods explained that his committee 
did have difficulties adhering to the 
election timeline outlined by the bylaws. 
'There's supposed to be two weeks 
see SENATE page 2 
Museum reaps benefits from criticis-m-- 
By Jenny Apple 
AS UPS Reporter 
An article in Tacoma's Morning News 
Tribune questioning its practices may 
have done Puget Sound's natural history 
museum more good than harm 
The story reported that the state 
Department of Wildlife criticized the 
museum for putting a notice in the Open 
Line newsletter for staff and faculty 
asking people to bring in carcasses of 
dead animals they find for the museum's 
collection. 
According to Robin Sherry, permit 
biologist for the Department of Wildlife, 
it is unlawful to possess dead wildlife 
without a permit or license. This 
regulation is intended to preventing 
poaching. It also serves to discourage 
people from touching carcasses of 
animals like raccoons and rabbits that can 
transmit serious parasitic diseases to 
humans. 
The museum normally makes it 
known that it is illegal for people to 
touch dead wildlife. However, if someone 
decides to take the risk and pick up a 
carcass, the museum can legally add it to 
its collection. 
Museum Director Dennis Paulson 
called the article "sensational." He said 
that the museum has discussed the issue 
with the Department of Wildlife. 
"We both agreed that there was really no 
effect on the natural history museum; 
controversy. We're completely legal 
here," commented Paulson. "We have all 
the permits." 
"We have no problem with the 
university at all," said Sherry. 
She recommended that instead of 
picking up dead animals themselves, 
people should call the museum when 
they find them. 
The article, in fact, had a positive 
after the publication of the story ii 
received more specimens than usual. 
The museum, which occupies several 
rooms on the third floor of Thompson 
Hall, acquires most of its collection from 
dead animals that people donate. Last 
year it processed about 500 birds and 30 
mammals. The animals' remains are 
usually preserved as skins or skeletons. 
"It's a research and teaching 
collection," commented Paulson,"The 
research part serves the scientific 
community anywhere." 
The museum is accessible to the 
general public by appointment. It is 
typically used, explained Paulson, by 
artists who want to study a particular 
animal's anatomy or people interested in 
wildlife identification or comparing 
species. 
see MUSEUM page 2 
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SENATE from page 1 
between when signups open and signups 
close ... We had to rescind the bylaws for 
that sort of thing because we just 
couldn't do it," explained Woods. He said 
that the committee started a week later 
than usual and had to shorten the election 
process in order to have them done in 
February as the bylaws require. 
Other problems were encountered by 
the committee. "We were trvine , to 
advertise at the same time we weren't 
sure if the senate was going to pass what 
we had planned," explained Woods. 
Otter feels that the committee had 
difficulty because it did not have 
members carry over from last year. "This 
year Roger is running an excellent 
show," he commented. 
Senate itself, according to some, may 
also have played a role in the poor 
candidate turnout. 
Suggested Woods, "I think a lot of the 
senators really didn't get out and tell 
people what's involved in ASUPS and 
what they could do." 
'I've seen how 
difficult it [is] to 
legitimize your 
position when... 
the choices were you 
or nobody.' 
Maintained Konzelman, "I think it's up 
to senators to push ASUPS as a whole 
and especially with elections ... They 
haven't done it to the same extent that 
I've seen it done in the past." 
Student apathy has also been suggested 
as a reason for the lack of candidates. "I 
think the word ects nut bun I think-nm o.  
people just don't care," believes 
Westreich. He also commented, "If 
people knew hou much ASIJPS did, I 
think people would be surprised." 
"Ideally it's a better system if we had 
an interested and excited student body and 
maybe the ASUPS people that did more 
stuff," suggested Woods. 
Says Otter of the student body, 
"People aren't apathetic around here. It's 
just that they've got different priorities 
and they just don't happen to be student 
government." 
The lack of contested races will make 
people look twice at the election system. 
"I think we're getting to a point where 
it's going to need to be reevaluated or at 
least evaluated," suggested Konzelman. 
"I think it might get senate to wonder 
what they're doing and if it's affecting the 
school," said Woods. 
The most urgent concern at this point 
is voter turnout for the elections. At the 
MUSEUM from page 1 
According to Paulson, the museum 
receives "fewer (visitors) than we 
should." 
"We're not very well publicized ... The 
facility was never set up for public 
exhibition or really for public use." 
The museum is also available to Puget 
Sound students and faculty who can use 
the specimens for their research. "We 
certainly encourage UPS students' use of 
this place," commented Paulson. Some 
classes take advantage of the museum's 
resources as well. 
The museum's collection is quite 
extensive. According to Paulson, it owns 
28,000 mammal specimens, 16,000 
birds, 10,000 reptiles and amphibians, 
and 10,000 plants. Some specimens date 
back to the 1860s. 
Paulson feels that the museum is one  
senate's informal meeting Tuesday night, 
members expressed concern that there is 
no incentive to vote. 
"I believe that the most we can do for 
this one is to get strong executive races 
going," commented ASUPS president 
Bill Potter. "I'm worried about enough 
people voting." 
Students can still initiate write-in 
campaigns up to the day of the election. 
Westreich made the point that students' 
votes do mean a lot to the Trustees. 
Otter maintained, "If you don't vote for 
(the candidates) they're not going to have 
much credibility." 
VOTE 
February 28 
thing that makes the University of Puget 
Sound unique. "This is very unusual in 
that as far as I know it's the only 
significant natural history museum in a 
small liberal arts school anywhere in the 
world, or at least in North America." 
The museum was actually incorporated 
into the university in the 1950s, almost 
accidently. Paulson explained that a 
couple of professors at the school were 
interested in saving their natural history 
collections and decided to combine them 
into a museum. 
"We should make the place known to 
the entire community," said Paulson. He 
hopes that this "underused resource" 
becomes better known in the future. 
Those with questions about collecting 
dead animals for scientific use can call 
Robin Sherry at 753-1707. 
Monday, February 25 
	 SPURS applications are due. Interested freshmen 
should call x3365 for information. 
February 25 to March 1 
	 In conjunction with SADD Week, Circle K will be 
displaying a car in the courtyard that was wrecked in a 
drinking and driving accident. Information will also 
be distributed in the SUB. 
Thursday, February 28 
	 ASUPS spring elections. Everyone come out and vote. 
Friday, March 1 
	 Applications German, Japanese, Spanish, French, 
and Chinese language houses due in the Foreign 
Language Department. 
Friday, March 1 
	 Live local alternative bands will be performing in the 
Rotunda from 9 to 11 pm. Sponsored by the Art 
Association. 
FrdayJjath L. 	
—Spring-Formal at the Point Defiance Aquarium from 8 
- 	 to midnight. $10 per person including transportation. Shimmy takes shape 
Sunday, February 17 
	 4:12am A Resident Assistant reported severe vandalism 
to the bathroom of a residence hall. 
By Stephanie Dorsey 
Staff Writer 
"I'm really bummed I can't go this 
year," was senior Justin Canny's 
comment on Spring Formal. "I enjoyed 
it last year." 
"It was a great time. Everyone that 
went enjoyed themselves. The fish had 
good rhythm," said Lisa Mayte, senior 
and ASUPS senator. 
As the second annual Spring Formal 
approaches, Kristen Friehauf, the 
ASUIPS programmer in charge of Special 
Events, is putting together the last 
minute details on the dance she has been 
working on all semester. 
Like last year, the dance will be held in 
two areas of the Point Defiance 
Aquarium, with a deejay in "the shark 
tank" and a live band in the main 
aquarium. To do this the Aquarium had 
to be convinced to make an exception to 
the new regulation that does not allow 
events to be held in the shark tank. 
Transportation to the dance will also 
be provided again this year from the SUB 
parking lot. The shuttles will also be 
used to take people to waterfront 
restaurants. Discounts at local restaurants 
are "still in the works," according to 
Friehauf. 
Last year there were over 200 hundred 
tickets sold. Also in attendance were 
senators, programmers, and volunteers 
who got in free. This year, as many or 
more people will probably attend. 
"I hope so, I'm hoping just from the 
people who went last year that they will 
spread the word about how awesome it 
was," said Friehauf. 
The Spring Formal started last year 
when the Special Events Committee 
decided to discontinue Winterfest. Julie 
Pyatt, one time ASUPS senator, 
Director of Business Services, and Vice-
President helped get it started through 
ASUPS. "They wanted a formal for 
everyone, Greeks and independents," said 
Friehauf. 
The Spring Formal will be lucid on 
March 2 from 8 pm to midnight. 
Tickets cost $10 and include 
transportation-at the Information Center. 
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Dancers will get to shimmy in two weeks 
Saturday, Marrh 9 
	 Superdance for the Muscular Distrophy Association. 
Contact Angie from Circle K at 752-7406 for 
information. 
Saturday, March 9 
	 Casino Night, a fundraiser for Kids Can Do sponsored 
byASUPS, will be held in the -SUB
- from 7:30pm to 1 
am. A- comedian will be performing in the Cellar, 
refreshments will be served in the lounge, and the Great 
Hall will become a casino for the evening, only $3. 
FRM 
Friday, February 15 
	 12:50pm A student reported the theft of her unattended 
coat from the basement of the library. 
Friday, February 15 
	 1:40pm A student reported the theft of her vehicle tail 
light lenses. It is unknown where the incident 
occurred. 
Monday, February 18 
	 10:20am Audio Visual staff reported the theft of a video 
cassette player from the basement of the 
library. 
Anyone with information about a crime occunng on campus is encouraged to contact 
either Todd Badham or David Harlan in Security Services at extension 3311. 
Pu get Sound's new Media Advisor, Bill Marchese, critiques The Trail 
New media advisor arrives 
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THE 
PIZZA ANSWER 
A LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.55 PLUS POP 
SMALL 1 ITEM PIZZA $4*99 
6278844 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
OPEN UNTIL 1:00 A. M. 
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By Jenny Apple 
AS UPS Reporter 
Increases in tuition, faculty and staff 
compensation, and other Budget Task 
Force proposals were formally approved 
by the Board of Trustees in its Friday, 
February 15 meeting. 
The board's finance committee also 
discussed the budget proposals in detail 
on Thursday. 
The Board of Trustees actually voted 
on what are known as the budget 
assumptions, which included general 
proposals such as tuition and salary 
increases, special allocations, and the use 
of quasi-endowment for fundraising 
efforts. 
At both meetings President Philip 
Phibbs presented the responses to the 
budget proposal that he received from the 
campus community: six letters from 
students, two letters from faculty, and a 
student petition from a sorority. 
Commented ASUPS President Bill 
Potter, "He described this as thoughtful 
and useful criticism of the budget and the 
budget process." 
Potter, however, believes, 'That does 
not constitute sufficient student 
involvement in the budget and the budget 
process." 
Potter has drawn three conclusions 
from the lack of student involvement in 
the decisions about the budget. 
First, he believes that ASUIPS must 
continue to publicize budget issues. 
Second, he feels, "The Budget Task 
Force needs to publicize better its own 
process and allow more information for 
students to be used." 
Third, he says, "The trustees need to 
follow up on their stated commitments." 
These commitments, outlined in 
October at the trustees' latest retreat, 
L 
stateo that the budgeting process be 
reviewed to ensure that students are 
informed about the process and afforded 
ample opportunity to participate and be 
heard." 
Potter believes that this year is 
"pivotal" in the university's 
development. 
"Students just don't understand, 
because it hasn't been communicated 
effectively, that this is a time when 
many projects are being undertaken with 
one purpose of making the university 
distinctly and noticeably better," he 
maintained. 
Although there was detailed discussion 
about the budget at the finance 
committee's meeting, no changes were 
made. 
The trustees actually play an advisory 
role in creating the budget, according to 
Alison Anderson, the student 
representative to the finance committee 
"They tell the Budget Task Force the 
direction they want to take the school," 
she commented. 
She explained that once the Budget 
Task Force has made its proposal, it is 
unlikely that the finance committee will 
change it. After a year's worth of 
deliberation about the budget, she pointed 
out, "Why would you make a quick 
change in two weeks?" 
Anderson does feel that student input is 
crucial. "The best impact they can have 
is to get in on the ground level and really 
make a clear statement of what they 
want," she recommended. "Student input 
always has some sort of impact." 
Echoing Potter's insistence that this is 
a crucial time for the trustees and the 
university, Anderson feels that the 
trustees are committed to improving the 
quality and the prestige of the university. 
By Amy Pirch 
News Editor 
The basement of the SUB has a new 
face this semester, as Puget Sound 
welcomes its new media advisor, Bill 
Marchese. Marchese brings over twenty 
years of media experience to the position. 
He has held such diverse positions as 
news reporter in Ottawa, Illinois and 
media consultant for the national 
elections in Papua New Guinea. 
Although only at Puget Sound for a 
few short weeks, Marchese states that he 
"really loves this place, and I hope that 
excellence in the student media will equal 
the excellence I see at Puget Sound." 
Some of his goals for student media 
include continuing computerizing 
Crosscurrents, Tamanawas, and The 
Trail. He hopes to have a "state of the 
art" media facility at Puget Sound. 
Marchese also is readily available "to 
give advice, that is the basis of my job." 
He would also like to give workshops on 
media issues throughout the semester. 
In addition to spending long nights 
assisting the media staff, Marchese is an 
instructor in the Department of 
Journalism at the University of 
Washington. He also is a member on 
the Board of Directors of the Society for 
Professional Journalists. 
Marchese looks forward to working at 
Puget Sound and hopes to "bring my 
experience and 'real world' standards 
together with the enthusiasm of the 
students." 
NOW TO IMPROVE 
YOUR SCORES ON 
I 
10 
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS, 
If you ever run into a sports injury, 
come to Pacffic Sports Medicine for 
your exam. 
We're the largest, most compre- 
hensive sports medicine facffity in the 
South Sound area, and our doctors and 
staff of professionals all specialize in sports—from diagnosis 
to surgery to rehabffitation therapy. 
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves. 
Call us at 572-TEAM and well schedule your exam 
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required. 
PACIFIC SPORTS M 
3315 South 23rd Street, Tacoma. W- 98405 Call 572-TE4M 
NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS 
	 GOOD AT PARtiCIPATING LOCATIONS 
PLUS SALES TAX 
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Think a college degree 
makes you some kind 
	 t 
of expeit ?. 	 S 
So do we, 	 S 
At Microsoft, you can turn 
your degree into an exciting oppor-
tunity as a technical expeit with our 
Systems Support group. 
You'll be joining some of the 
most knowledgeable people in the 
personal computing industiy, pro-
viding critical technical support to 
third party developers. You'll be 
given immediate responsibility, re-
searching and answering coding 
questions via the 
phone and E-Mail 
on everything from 
MS-DOS to Win-
dows SDK. 
You'llbe 
given all the techni-
cal challenge you 
can handle includ-
ing developing and  
documenting sample programs as 
well as writing systems program-
ming articles for disiribution to our 
clients. 
We have a few more 
questions. 
II you're about to graduate with 
a Bachelor's degree in Computer 
Science or Math, we have a few 
questions for you. And we're sure 
you have some for 
us. So plan on at-
tending our on-
campus interviews. 
We are an 
equal opportunity 
employer and are 
working toward a 
more culturally di-
verse workplace. 
MkxLWft 8  
Making it all make sense 
E 
composer in Vancouver and spent the 
	
somelning . 
 magical, almost ethereal 
whole day with him..  ... He's been a big ' about what happened. Something we 
help in pointing -out-thtngs- that .---f- 
	
l .ay':it will be -there  
would have had ao 'determine in 	 forever.' 	 *-....- .-' 
Reverend Wilson narrates Song of the Salish Chief, an emotional experience for all. 
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By Laura Smith 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Fueling the fire of Native American 
awareness, the Adelphian Concert Choir 
performed the United States Premiere of 
the Song of the Salish Chief for a 
packed crowd on Wednesday, February 
13, in Kilworth Chapel. Not only was 
the audience in for a musical treat, but 
also an emotionally-charged, experience. 
"This will be a message difficult to 
swallow politically and in some cases 
religiously," warned conductor Paul 
Schultz before the performance. 
Narrated by Reverend Roy Wilson who 
heads the Seattle Native American Urban 
Ministry, the concert entailed the 
marriage of a text written by poet Earle 
Birney and a score composed by Canadian 
Peter Berring. Together, the two revealed 
the tragedy of the Salish nation with the 
emergence of the white man in a musical 
form that effectively enthralled and 
captivated the audience. 
Although the beauty of the 
performance was spellbinding, political 
and religious undertones were the key to 
this captivation. "Youcan understand 
why there are feelings of hurt and pain 
[on the behalf of the Native American 
after listening to] this dynamic concert," 
remarked Roy Wilson with a 
commanding voice during his 
introductory speech. He then expounded 
on the history of germ warfare against 
the Salish and the deposition of human  
rights from all Indian nations. "You may 
think that the Bill of Rights provides 
religious freedom for all ... You don't 
know your country." With that the crowd 
was hushed. 
This concert could have been a 
platform for the Native American 
population to voice its complaints about 
its dispassionate treatment from the 
white man, but Wilson effectively stayed 
away from the angriness accumulated by 
the past. Noted Schultz, "Wilson is a 
demonstrative actor. The power of his 
presence was because it was not only a 
performance, it was reliving. The first 
time in rehearsal that he heard the choir 
he could not go on." The ties that 
Wilson holds to this piece are simply a 
matter of family. "Since my tribe is one 
of the Salish tribes of Washington, this 
is very close to home. This is the story 
of my ancestors," Wilson said. 
The Adelphians came to perform this 
work when Schultz received a tape of the 
composition from a colleague in Illinois 
who was considering it for possible 
publication. "He wanted to know what I 
thought of the piece, the length of the 
text, the intricacies of the instruments 
and voices ... and its marketability," said 
Schultz. "But in listening to the tape, I 
not only became just enamored, but I 
became passionate with the work. And I 
thought, 'We have to sing this 
someday." 
Peter Berring, one of Canada's leading 
composers, was commissioned to write 
Song of 14he Salish Chief for the 1986 
Vancouver, British Columbia centennial 
celebration. He came across the text 
which was originally a radio play in the 
1950's written by Canadian poetEarle 
Birney. "He was very taken by it, and 
when he receivedthe commission, he 
decided to set it to music," said Schultz, 
who has remained in close contact with 
the composer. 
Having this ability to directly consult 
the creator of the score has greatly aided 
the choir's performance. Unlike some 
concerts whose composers have become 
part of history (such as Bach or Mozart), 
Berring remains only a telephone call 
away to help decipher the handwritten 
score or to correct errors in the 
instrumentals. "Last summer I met the  
rehearsal," said Schultz. 
Because of a newly-generated awareness 
towards the presence of the Native 
Americans, the makeup of the 'audience 
in Kilworth was surprisingly full of 
students. 'There were students there that I 
had never seen 'at a' concert," notd'' 
Schultz. M.aybc because of this 
awareness or the excitement of a premiere 
presentation in the United States, the 
bursting chapel held a prodigious amount 
of curiosity beforehand. "I have never 
heard a crowd so noisy ... and then you 
compare this with the hush at the end," 
said Schultz. "I was also struck by the 
intense silence in that room during the 
concert. There were a couple of coughs 
and rustles ... but when Roy was talking 
you could have heard a pin drop. It was 
just haunting at the time ... There was 
Song of the Salish Chief 
raises student awareness 
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Tickets 
$10/person 
On sale starting Mon. 
Feb. 25 at the Info Center 
Dance the night away at Point Defiance Aquarium!!' 
Free commemorative champagne glasses to those 
who purchase the first 200 tickets!! 
FREE transportation to and from waterfront restaurants and 
int Defiance from the SUB parking lot. 
Desserts served at the dance. 
The time of your Life!! 
See you there!!!! 
	 (*-. 'J,  
IN THE CORPORATE 
JUNGLE, IT'S EASY 
TO GET LOST. 
Plunging into the business world isn't elementary. There's so much to learn... 
so many options. At SAFECO, we walk you through with one of the most 
sophisticated and comprehensive training programs available. 
SAFECO has a proven record as one of the leading diversified financial cor-
porations in North America. With opportunities in insurance, information 
systems, applied math, and investment management, our portfolio is vast... 
giving you tremendous magnitude. 
In addition to a nurturing corporate culture, SAFECO is cited for a benefits 
program that includes health care, an employee savings plan, profit sharing, 
and promotions from within. 
SAFECO comes to campus! 
If you are interested in a position as a Programmer Analyst or Programmer 
Analyst intern, SAFECO representatives will be on campus for information 
sessions and interviews on the following dates: 
Information Session 
Tuesday, February 26, 7:00pm 
Collins Memorial Library, Room 18 
On-Campus Interviews 
Thursday, March 14 
For more information, please contact the Placement Office. 
We are an equal opportunity employer. 
(B 
@ SAFECO 
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— - Nj en' s storytelling sings ' inspected his seated, six-foot-plus figure ... bare feet in thonged sandals, 
long hairy legs that rose toward the 
Award-winning author speaks to campus notorious shorts - I hated those shorts, wouldn't bring my girlfriends home 
By Maria Kolby English. As her intellectually frustrated because of those shorts - breasts that 
Guest Contributor father, 	 she slid 	 into a Harlem jive could fill a B-cup, and a long neck on 
Itabari Njeri has shouted her history to squashed 	 into 	 a 	 university 	 man's which a balding head rested. 
America at large in her book, Every cultivated tones. And when she spoke as The hilarious scene at her Aunt Gb's 
Good-bye Ain't Gone. On February 14 herself, lolligagging on the front steps of house (when Kay-Kay poured grape juice 
she whispered, yelled and sang her stories a brownstone in Brooklyn, she became a over Jeffrey, and Itabari Njeri - or Jill 
to a crowded and sweltering group of Brooklyn native. Stacey, as she was known then - almost 
students and faculty in Todd Hall's first Of course, the fact that she actually peed her pants) charms and delights as it 
floor lounge. But stuffy and hot as it burst into song during that particular tale springs off the typed page - even without 
was, Njeri grabbed her audience with the took the crowd by surprise as well. As a song to hum when it's over: 
first line she read: "My grandmother dominated as a college campus is by stiff "You better stop ... 	 or you know 
must be feeling a lot of holiday good- lectures, anytime the lecturer bursts into what's gonna happen, you'll be peeing 
will. She hasn't thrown a bedpan at a a husky, a capella rendition of "I found on the floor." 
nurse or told a doctor to kiss her derriere my thrill ..." a student audience tends to "Oh no she 	 won't 	 you 	 uncouth 
since Thanksgiving, and it's almost pay attention. children," Aunt Glo giggled. "My niece 
Christmas." But it was really not Njeri's accents only urinates. She was the only four- 
A.. 	 xl:,...: 	 i,,.....,.lc 	 :. 	 _ 	 - - 	 - 	 - year-old I ever met who said 'urinate' 
another label for people with dark skin 
and no history save that of being slaves, 
or "will the term be - as I think it should 
- an ethnic label describing people with a 
shared culture who descended from 
Africans, were transformed in (as well as 
transforming) America, and are 
genetically intertwined with myriad other 
groups in the United States?" 
She makes a strong point in her 
stories, illustrating the universally 
American experiences she has lived 
through, as well as those directly tied to 
her African heritage. But as the 
Washington Times points out, "for 
many young women, reading her witty 
prose will seem like a journey to a $ 
mirror ..... Every Good-bye Ain't Gone 
is indeed a remarkable book. Regardless 
of your background, you will see 
yourself between those flimsy purple 
covers. It is a must-read that you will 
S 
,-t 	 INJI.;II 	 II(:;iseII 	 poiiiwu 	 UUL, 	 IL 	 IS 	 at iiu 	 Slilgilig, 	 or eveii 	 ner screaming instead ofpce. 
	
Waili W read over and over again. 
necessary 	 tradition among 
	 African- magenta jacket and top that kept the Njeri's diverse stories demonstrate howRIF American writers to write their memoirs audience crammed into a too-small room 
wide-spread and varied the African- first before showing the world their for an hour and a half. It was the fact that American experience is here in the United fiction. It is an act of acknowledgement, Itabari Njeri weaves tales as dramatic and States. She fondly recalls her Grandma 
"a statement of a person's background, of fraught with meaning as those of Ananci, Ruby and her brother's godmother, 
a person's history " And in the African- the story-weaving spider of Jamaican, and Mariella feuding over who was going to American community, that sense of quite possibly African, folklore. be Jill Stacey's favorite relative. She background, 	 of 	 history, 	 of Even without her assumed accents her 
acknowledgement, must be shouted to filling the air, or her long, slender fingers writes 	 of 	 experience 	 as 	 an 
the world, not only so the world can punctuating each word, Itabari Njeri s investigative reporter, searching for the 
know and begin to understand the fiction storytelling in Every Good-bye Ain't truth behind her grandfather's death. Did he die in a car accident like all the records to come, but so the shouter herself can Gone sings with a musical sense of 
say, or is there truth to the rumor that ic hear the words bounding across the fields. rhythm, timing, and balance. Within its 
was lynched one steamy Georgia night? 
-Njeri first held the crowd with her flimsy purple covers are sixteen intimate She shares with us her years in the High 
voice. For every personality that spoke, and brutally honest portrayals of the School for Music and Art studying to 
she had a different accent. As her West people and events in Njeri's life. The become an opera singer. Indian grandmother, Ruby, she bellowed image of her alcoholic, abusive father in And, in her story "Has-beens Who 
and cajoled in a tropical Jamaican mix of his ever-present boxer shorts needs no Never Were," she asks whether "African- African 	 sing-song 	 and the 
	 Queen's Jamaican accents or Harlem jive: 	
- 
, 1 American is going to continue to be 
	
Ito 	 ijz 	 tia I m's 	 y. 
I 
S 
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IFriday, Feb 22. Mohamed Hakki will 
Ispeak on the economic and political reasons for U.S. involvement in the Middle East. 8 p.m. in the Rotunda. Tickets are $2. 
Sunday, Feb 25. Giancarlo Esposito, 
who played "Buggin' Out" in Spike Lee's 
Do the Right Thing, presents "Let's End 
Racism Now" in Kilworth Chapel. 8 
p.m. Tickets are $2 wfI.D., $5 without. 
Thursday, Feb 28. Steve Allen will 
perform at the Lindbboom Student 
Center, Green River campus. 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $15 reserved/$12 general 
admission. 
Saturday, Mar 2. Puget Sound 
Professor Hans Ostrom and Sean Hanlon 
will be signing copies of their new 
mystery novels at Book Feire. 11 am. - 
1 p.m. 
I Tt1ATPt/ILM5 
Sunday, Feb 24. The Cultural Events 
Series presents the Afro American • 
Company's one-man play on the history 
of black leaders, Can I speak for you, 
brother? Kilworth Chapel. 7 p.m. 
Tickets are $3 general/$1 campus 
community. 
Thursday, Feb 28 & Mar 
1,2,7,8,&9. Neil Simon's comedy, 
The Good Doctor, will be shown in 
McKinley Hall, E.E.Bach Theatre at 
Seattle Pacific University. 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $5 reserved/$4 students & 
seniors. 
Feb 22 - Feb 24. Campus Films 
presents Do the Right Thing in 
McIntyre 003. Friday and Saturday, 7 
p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Sunday, 6 p.m. and 
8:30 p.m. $1 w/UPS I.D/$2 w/out. 
Friday, Feb 22. Peter Shaffer's 
Amadeus opens at the Inside Theatre, 
Jones Hall. 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 
general/53 students & seniors. Additional 
performances Feb 23, 27, 28, and Mar 1, 
2 with matinee performances on Feb 23 
and Mar I at 2 p.m. Tickets for matinees 
are $4 general/$2 students & seniors. See 
the preview on page 7. 
MUJIC 
Thursday, Feb 21. Northwest 
Chamber Orchestra bassoonist Francine 
Peterson will perform in the Center at 
Pacific Lutheran University. 8 p.m. 
Friday, Feb 22. Tacoma Concert 
Band will perform in the Pantages 
Center. 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 general 
admission/$4 students & seniors. 
Friday, Feb 22. Howard Armstrong, 
Mark Graham, and Jerry Gallaher will 
perform a variety of traditional American 
music at the Museum of History and 
Industry. 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 general 
admission/$8 Friends of FolkLife, 
seniors & children under 16. 684-7300. 
Saturday, Feb 23. Pianist Stephanie 
Leon will feature the works of Haydn, 
Chopin, Rachmaninoff, and Albeniz in 
Jacobsen Recital Hall. 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$655 with canned food donations. 21 and 
over. 
Friday, Mar 1. ART show and live 
alternative music! Local bands including 
My Name, the Queer (formerly the Plug 
Uglies), and the Machine will be playing 
in the Rotunda. 9 p.m. - 11p.m. $2.50 
wfI.D., $5 general admission. 
Feb 6 - Mar 2. Jennifer McLerran and 
Tom Patin will show paintings and 
installations in Kittredge Gallery. 
rruAQi 
LAJtQ 
JCI1tDULt 
In Seattle, call 443-2001 
Tuesday: 	 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Laser Floyd: Welcome to the Machine. 
Wednesday: 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Laser Depeche Mode. 
Thursday: 	 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
AC/DC vs. Guns 'n Roses. 
Friday/Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Laser U2; 9 p.m. Laser Depeche Mode; 
10:30 p.m. AC/DC vs. Guns 'n Roses; 
Midnight Laser Floyd: The Wall. 
Sunday: 7:30 & 9 p.m. Laser 
Zeppelin: Lased & Confused. 
-, 
l- 
,AQT J 
February 5 - 28. Pacific Lutheran I 
University Gallery is featuring a display 
of works by the Bumgardner Architects ¼. 
and Tim Girvin Design, Inc. 8:30 a.m. - 
4:30 p.m. weekdays. 
Phillip E. Walker stars in Ca 
for you, brother? See THEATR FILM 
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Shaffer's Amadeus promises greatness 
By Shannon Manning 
A & E Editor 
Salieri: I looked on astounded as from his ordinary life he made his art. We are both 
• 
	
	
ordinary men, he and I. Yet he from the ordinary created legends - and Ifrom legends 
created only the ordinary ... The Creature's dreadful giggle was the laughter of God! 
I had to end it. But how? There was only one way. Starvation. Starve out the God. 
Reduce the man to destitution. 
Peter Shaffer's Amadeus opens this Friday, February 22, in the Inside Theatre. The 
play is being produced in honor of the 200th anniversary of the death of Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, after whom the play is named. The play is directed by John Rindo, a 
professor in the theatre department new to the university this year. 
Although the play is named for Mozart, he does not seem to be the central character, 
nor is his conflict the most important in the play. The central conflict occurs between 
Salieri, another popular composer of the time, and God. Salieri feels God has slighted 
him because He has given Mozart such incredible talent and fame, and the relationship 
which develops between Salieri and Mozart provides a framework in which Salieri 
works out his anger agains God and against Mozart. 
When asked why he chose to produce Amadeus as opposed to some other play, Rindo 
states that it is a script which he has always wanted to direct, and he felt it was 
especially appropriate considering the 200-year anniversary. He is pleased that the play 
"brings together students from all over campus ... particularly students in theatre and 
music." One aspect of the Puget Sound production, which Rindo noted is particularly 
exciting, is that, as far as he knows, this is the first production to the play ever to 
include live music. 
Amadeus is one of the largest productions staged at the Inside Theatre in the last few 
years, with a production and rehearsal schedule that have been incredibly demanding of 
everyone involved. However, the results of such a schedule are becoming apparent. 
Rindo is very pleased with the way the production is coming together. There are several 
talented, experienced professionals involved, including a professional costume designer 
and lighting technician. Also, Rindo thinks the scene design is extraordinary, and he 
appreciates the way in which the students have been "very dedicated." 
Amadeus promises to be an exciting and moving production. Tickets are on sale at 
the Information Center and at the Box Office. See the Arts Calendar for dates and times 
of performances. 
.4)ht tA4O 4h4C t40 t4tA tO 
4om, 
IIP$ At4,401#4 ?fl 
Have a great time working with other students 
while practicing your marketing skills and earning 
top dollar at the... 
JI(r SO1JN 
PIHONKtRON 
We have shifts available every day of the week but Friday Ill 
Flexible hours, on campus convenience, $5.30 - $10/hr. 
How can you go wrong ??? 
I 
a 
I. 
I i 	 - 
a 
a 
FOR THAT SPRING BREAK TRIP ??? 
TO TAKE THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE TO SPRING FORMAL?? 
' 	 SO YOU CAN GO TO CASINO NIGHT ??? 
TO EAT OUT MORE OFTEN ??? 
11M TO BUY THOSE NEW CLOTHES ??? 
TO TAKE THAT WEEKEND SKI TRIP ??? 
JUST TO HAVE ??? 
• - - - - - - - - U U • • S • • • ••• • •••ö• .. .&. 
Gram my Award Winning Jazz Vocalist 
Betty Carter 
IN CONCERT 
Saturday, February 23, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets: $20.50/18.50/1 6.50 
Day of Show Student/Senior Rush $8.00 
Sponsored by St. Joseph Hospital 
PANTAGES 
Call Pantages at 591-5894 or Ticketmaster 
901 Broadway, Tacoma • Mon-Fri • 11:30 a.m.-6 p.m. • Stop by or call 
01 
46 
Hi there! My name is Kristen Friehauf, 
and I'm running for senior class senator. 
After being involved in various 
organizations on campus for the past 
three years, I would now like to be part 
of one of the most important groups on 
campus - ASUPS Senate. 
I have been a part of many 
organizations on campus during my three 
years at UPS. I was involved in RHA in 
Todd Flail during my freshman year, and I 
Junior Senator- Steve Hawk 
No letter 
available. 
Sophomore Senator- Ravi Mantha 
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Hi, my name is Eric Konzelman. I am 
running for ASUPS Vice-President. 
During the past two years, I have been 
actively involve in ASUPS, as a senator 
and as Director of Business Services. As 
a senator, I gained experience in 
t committee and liaison work. These are 
areas where the vice-president can assist 
senate in accomplishing its goals. As 
Director of Business Services, working 
with the vice-president is a must. 
Working in conjunction with the current 
vice-president, I learned more about 
clubs, programs, media, finances, and 
committees, and how to assist them 
Experience and continuity are useless 
if there are no concrete goals to work 
towards. There are many goals I would 
pursue as ASUPS Vice-President. While 
some of these effect all students and 
others impact a small fraction of the 
campus community, there are a few long 
standing issues that have yet to be 
resolved. My involvement in ASUPS 
for two years has created and awareness of 
these issues and possible solutions that 
should be tried 
One issue which still disturbs a great 
number of students is the new 
representative' system of the ASUPS 
Senate. Through my position on the 
senate which proposed the changes, I am 
aware of what it was meant to do. After 
observing its initial implementation, I 
feel that it is time to evaluate the system 
and see what changes, if any, need to be  
made. 
This is just one area where experience 
and continuity in ASUPS are important 
in fulfilling the role of vice-president. 
There are others such as: bringing a 
child care center to campus, purchasing 
capital expenditures, attaining varsity 
status for Lacrosse, and welcoming 
transfer students to campus. Through 
my experiences in ASUPS in the past 
two years I have learned a lot. I hope to 
utilize and incorporate these valuable 
lessons as ASUPS Vice-President. 
Experience and continuity are vital in 
making decisions facing ASUPS. So on 
February 28th, think about what is in the 
best interests of the student body and cast 
your vote. Photos by Jo Leese and Scott Paddock I 
Class Candidates 
Senior Senator- Kristen 
became fundraiser chair for SPURS as a 
sophomore. This year, in addition to 
serving on the ASUPS Governance 
Committee, I became chair of a 
committee in ASUPS Student Programs 
which I have been part of for three years: 
Special Events. I was in charge of 
organizing the four large events put on 
for the whole campus - Homecoming, 
Mistletoast, Spring Formal, and Spring 
Weekend. Not only have I gained 
valuable programming experience in each 
one of my involvements on campus, but 
I have met most of you, the senior class, 
and would feel comfortable working 
with you and representing you on 
campus. 
As Senior Class Senator, my goal is 
to unite the senior class one last time 
before we graduate from UPS and enter 
the "real world." I would like to help the 
senior class leave their mark on UPS. 
Hey! It's our last year here - shouldn't we 
take advantage of our last chance to show 
To the Dynamic Women and Men of 
the class of 1994, 
The time has come again for the 
ASUPS elections and I have decided to 
run again for the class of '94 Senator. 
This last semester I have been active in 
the senate and on the Senate Finance 
Committee. I am running again because 
I feel that one semester is not enough for 
me to accomplish my goals. Next 
semester, there will be six members of 
the class of '94 on the senate, and I feel 
that my role will be expanding to meet 
the needs of our class. I have worked 
with the administration on some 
projects, and I will continue to try and be 
Friehauf 
UPS what we're made ot! there are many 
ways the senior class can show the 
administration that "The Class of 1992 
Was Here." For example, the 
commencement speaker committee and 
the senior class gift committee are 
excellent ways for the senior class to 
leave their mark on UPS. Why should 
the administration plan our 
commencement ceremony? Shouldn't 
your commencement speaker represent 
you opinions and beliefs? As for the 
senior class gift committee, the class 
should decide as a whole what we want to 
be remembered by. I hope all of you will 
give your input to either of these 
committees next year. It is important for 
us as class to show everyone that we had 
it together in '92. 
I strongly encourage all of you to get 
out and vote on February 28. This is 
your chance to choose those who will 
represent your opinions on campus and 
to have a say in where your Student 
Government fees are spent. 
a bridge between students and the 
administration. I will work towards 
giving our class a fair share of the 
administration's attention next year, and 
also for class unity. I hope to work with 
the incoming ASUPS President on the 
budget issue, and I will publicize the role 
of ASUPS to the incoming freshmen at 
Passages next year. I will work on better 
ways to spend our money at ASUPS, and 
I will expand my role to address the 
concerns of every student. These are my 
goals for next year, and when you go to 
the polls on February 28, please show 
me your support, show me that you care 
and give me the encouragement to be the 
best representative for you. 
u 
Greek Senator-!'j  
No picture or letter a 
Univ. Owned 
Eric Gisic 
My name is Eric Gislason and I am Assoc 
running for University Owned Housing intere 
Senator. I am a junior and I am making house 
my first attempt to get involved with reI 
ASUPS. I look forward to working on coma 
committees and creating more interest in conhri 
student government on campus. I want to the h 
get involved with the newly formed better 
University 	 Residence 	 Housing 
4 
Lric Gislason 
Residence Hal- 
Jennie Ja 
Hello electorate! I am Jennie Jaeger, ru 	 01 
and I am running a write-in campaign for kp 
the position of Resident Hall Senator. I as is 
look forward to working closely with the senat 
RHA and Residential Life and to serving report 
as a go-between for the senate and my part 
constituents. I hope to boost student throu, 
awareness of campus events and will c$p 
enjoy working with student programs to Potty 
do so. I am currently involved in Activist camp 
for a Better Environment and am on the SUPP( 
Lecture Programs Committee. I am thus "Jen, 
fairly aware of campus events and I hope Resid 
some of my enthusiasm for them will 
Senator-at-Large- Matt 
.. . 	 . 	 entering the senate race is like everyone 
	
ffl' . 	 else: to make a difference. I have been a 
. 	
member of the campus community for 
• 	
over two years now and have heard many 
concerns throughout that period of time. 
I, myself, have criticized a number of 
things on campus, but mere bitching 
does not solve anything--it takes action. 
f The decision to run for Senator-at-Large 
stems from the fact that I know students 
in all four graduating classes, as well as 
students in the various living areas. As 
senator-at-large, I would not be tied down 
My name is Matt Kupka and I am a 
junior currently running for the position 
of Senator-at-Large. I will admit from the 
outset that I have not, to this point, 
participated in ASUPS; however, I was 
active in student government in high 
school. The main motivation for my 
to representing any specific group, rather 
I could represent concerns of the campus 
as a whole. In addition, I would like to 
work on a task force that reviews the 
budget and monetary allotments for the 
various university departments. Several 
departments are facing a shortage of 
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President-Herman Westreich 
Hello, my name is Herman Westreich. 
I am a junior running for ASUPS 
President. I have been active in ASUPS 
for two and a half years, as an at-large 
student on committees, as a current 
Senator, and as Chair of Senate for the 
latter part of this term. I enjoy working 
in student government very much, 
listening to other students' concerns and 
ideas and representing my peers on 
ASUPS Senate. I am ready now to focus 
on being a student advocate on the 
administrative level, by taking student 
concerns to the Dean of Students, the 
President, and the Trustees. I already have 
a working relationship with these three 
groups and can use these ties effectively. 
However, representing students is only 
part of what I think student government  
shoud be. Student service is another 
aspect of student government that I am 
dedicated to. I don't think many students 
know all of the opportunitites that are 
offered to them, for example, the ASUPS 
van which any student can rent out, 
Emergency Student Loans, the 
Expeditionary, Student Programs, and 
many other student services. 
I am concerned about reaching out to 
all of the different types of students - 
Greek, Independent, Off-Campus, 
Freshmen, even students at the Law 
Center - and telling them what is going 
on. It is a big job, but I have already 
started, by working on getting 
MicroFridges (combination refrigerator, 
freezer, and microwave) for students in 
the residence halls and a studentlfaculty  
child day care program. Students need to 
know about all of the great programs that 
come out of ASUPS and its affiliated 
groups. As ASUPS President, I see part 
of my job as informing students of what 
is going on on campus, including events 
and opportunities as well as happening 
on the administrative level. 
Having seen two ASUPS presidents 
work, I know what works and what 
doesn't. As president, I would naturally 
keep what does work and break my own 
paths in solving problems that are still 
with us. My experience will also allow 
me to jump right in and get started 
without having to learn all the ropes for 
the first time. In short, my experience, 
genuine interest, and energy will make 
me an effective president. 
OffmCampus Candidates 
Off-Campus Senator- Doug Flynn 
No picture 
available. 
andidates 
y Mineau 
ailable. 
Housing- 
I 
son 
iation, both in representing the 
ts of the students in the residence 
and in better integrating the 
ncip houses into the campus 
unity. I feel I can work hard and 
bute to the Senate mechanism in 
pe that student interests can be 
epresented. 
• 
- 
4 	 I, nnie ,Iaec'r 
Senator- 
~eger 
~f hail residents. I will certainly 
as informed of campus events 
humanly possible. Encouraging 
rs to keep their weekly hall liaison 
up to date will be an important 
pf keeping you up to date. Also, 
h my contacts with RI-IA, many 
is 1ents will get advertised in the 
press, the most thoroughly read of 
us publications! I ask for your 
rt on February 28th. Just fill in 
ie Jaeger" as your choice for 
nce Hall Senator. 
I would like to say that I am the best 
candidate for the position of Off-Campus 
Senator, but I am running unopposed. As 
Off-Campus Senator my main objective 
will be to increase involvement. I would 
like to give the off-campus students 
opportunities to participate in activities 
with the on-campus students. I also 
intend to improve daytime parking for 
commuting students. Now residence can 
park wherever they want, while off-
campus students must park in specific 
areas. I propose that during class there 
should be open parking. 
I feel that I am qualified for many 
reason enough to run for the position of 
Senator-at-Large; there is more behind 
my motivation. I see the senatorship as 
an opportunity to serve the community 
in which I live for the next three years. 
As a senator, I hope that I can represent 
your needs as students at the University 
of Puget Sound. Thank you. 
reasons. I have demonstrated a great deal 
of campus involvement and shown that I 
can deal with an extraordinary schedule. I 
have been vice-commodore of the newly 
formed sailing club, a member of the off-
campus committee and a member of the 
student concerns committee. This term I 
am also in Amedeus. Yet even with this 
busy schedule I finished off last term 
with a high GPA. 
I am excited about being the off-
campus senator, and I would like to 
encourage everyone to take the time to 
vote so that the senators really represent 
Kupka 
funds, so I think it is time to see where 
the money is going and if it could be 
directed toward more productive uses. 
The major problem faced by the school 
right now is something demonstrated in 
this round of elections: apathy. We, as 
students, are not feeling the need or desire 
to voice our opinions on administrative 
decisions and become involved in the 
activities of ASUPS. This needs to 
change. I am taking a step toward 
standing up and making the student voice 
heard, but I and the other candidates need 
your support at the polls. I encourage 
everyone to take part in the election 
process and consider future positions in 
ASUPS so that we, the students, can not 
only retain, but raise our voice as to the 
decisions made that affect our education 
here at UPS. 
Greetings students. My name is Seth 
Ely. I am a candidate for Senator-at-
Large. I hope that as a senator I can 
represent all students at UPS. As a 
freshman, I see the position of senator as 
a way to become acquainted with the 
workings of the university. Becoming 
well acquainted with the university is not 
There are two Senator-at-Large positions available. 
Senator-at-Large- Seth Ely 
I 
it 
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Campus discusses day care 
By Molly Keys 
Staff Writer 
The Child Care Committee, a group 
formed last semester in order to institute 
a day care for children of Puget Sound 
faculty, staff, and students, has been 
making "good progress" this semester 
according to Leon Grunberg, a member 
of the committee. 
Still in the planning stages, the 
committee has solicited help from a 
consultant as well as several campus 
organizations including the Off-Campus 
Committee, various departments with 
educational interest, and ASUPS. 
Most recently the Committee met with 
consultant Paula Lustbader to discuss 
licensing requirements for the center. 
Some requirements noted were: an 
environmentally safe site, kitchens must 
be inaccessible to children, outdoor and 
indoor play areas must be provided, 
sleeping equipment for each child, and 
many others. These specific requirements 
may make it difficult to find a location; 
however, several sites are being looked 
into. 
Another stage of organization includes a 
Needs Assessment Survey" which will 
be coming out in the next two to three 
weeks. This survey will be circulated to 
students partially through the Qff 
Campus Cothmittëe who willmail Out 
surveys--no return postage necessary--to 
off-campus students. 
Lisa Larson, coordinator of this 
distribution, hopes the pre-paid postage 
will encourage people to return the 
surveys. 
Various departments who have an 
interest in the Child Care Center for 
educational use have promised to 
subsidize the next phase of planning. The 
Committee plans to hire another 
consultant to determine costs and 
necessary construction work on the 
building. 
ASUPS, which has been informally 
approached for funding is involved in the 
action as well. Candidate for ASUPS 
Vice-President, Eric Konzelman, 
recognized the child care issue in his 
candidate profile. 
Grunberg expanded on the importance of 
ASUPS involvement saying that the 
addition of a child care center would make 
the University of Puget Sound "a more 
attractive place for faculty and staff" 
indicating that this would be a factor in 
recruitment. 
Grunberg also noted that though it is 
not necessarily "common" at UPS, some 
students do have children. The committee 
hopes that the extent of these needs will 
be assessed with thç response to the 
survcy.: 
The Child Care Committee meets 
Thursdays at 1:00 pm. The meeting is 
open and those interested are encouraged 
to attend. 
(I) 
Ell
C) 
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By Ray Kahier 
Staff Writer 
Sandi Lockner is a young woman with 
a fair complexion and sandy-brown hair. 
She wears sweaters, jeans, and tennis 
shoes to class. She is friendly and easy-
going, not unlike other students at the 
University of Puget Sound. 
One thing sets her apart. Sandi is the 
32-year-old single mother of two 
children, Sean, 5, and Rebekah, 8. A 
senior majoring in English literature, 
Sandi plans to pursue a PhD and teach at 
a college. Like other students with 
children, Sandi must combine family, 
work, and school. 
Time, said Lockner, is the biggest 
problem facing students with children. "It 
gets difficult to try and juggle their 
activities. And when they get sick, that's 
more difficult. I went through that last 
week.' 
Fortunately for Lockner it was the first 
time this year her children have been 
sick. Still, it is a big problem. "There 
isn't anywhere for children to go when 
they're sick," she said. Most day care 
centers refuse to take sick children. 
Although creating difficulties for single 
mothers like Sandi, the policy helps to 
keep germs from spreading at the centers 
via toys and other interactions among the 
children. 
Sandi arrives on campus at 9 a.m. and 
doesn't leave until 4 or 5 p.m. Sean stays 
at a day care preschool, while Rebekah 
attends Point Defiance Elementary 
School and participates in the latch key 
program there after school. It costs Sandi 
nearly $500 a month to pay the day care 
bills. 
Financial woes are not the only 
concerns, however. Day care institutions 
in Minnesota, West Point, and 
Washington have been accused of 
abusing children in recent years. The 
longest trial in American history 
involved child abuse allegations at the 
McMartin preschool/day care center in 
California. 
"You have to be very careful," Lockner 
said. "The best thing you can do is go bF 
recommendations." Lockner hasn't had 
any problems with day care centers, but 
she didn't go back to school until she felt 
her children were ready for the day care 
environment. 
Because students who are singl 
parents face so many obstacles, Sandi 
would like to see a day care program 
sponsored by the university. "I've spoken 
to Henry Johnson, the Assistant Dean of 
Students, about trying to get a 
committee formed to investigate having 
day care," she said. "Many colleges have 
thy care centers; even the faculty and staff 
would be able to utilize it." 
If such a program existed, parents 
could spend more time with their 
children. "Even having lunch with them 
and having them nearby in case there's * 
problem would help," said Sandi. 
"I think there's a big need. There are 
many students that have children and 
commute. A day care on campus would 
at least allow the child and parent to have 
more time on the commute and betwee4 
classes." 
A day care program might also enrich 
the university. 'The education program 
could benefit from having a live lab," 
said Lockner. According to L-ockner, 
Highline Community College has a day 
care program that involves student 
majoring in early childhood education. 
The program allows students to gain 
practical experience without leaving the 
campus. 
Lockner hopes the university will have 
a day care program soon, even though ifp  
would be too late to help her. In the 
meantime, she will do the best she can. 
"We do lots of things together to try to 
balance [the time the children spend in 
day care], and we spend lots of time 
together," she said. 
IItI 
"I do feel it would be wonderful if something were available on campus." 
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	 Maiv Hooper, the looper's daughter, and Kyra Hokanson get acquainted at a campus activity. Bringing the children along is one way to balance work and child responsibilites. 
Professors balance child care and teaching 
1 
By Jennifer Shepard, Michael 
Tenney and Christie Eden 
Features Editor & Staff Writers 
Professors on campus not only prepare 
and give lectures, write and grade exams, 
read papers, and do their own research, 
but many also have children to take care 
of. Flow do they balance their time and 
provide adequate child care? Would an on-
campus day care center be of any 
help?The Trail spoke to several 
professors to find out. 
At the present time Maria-Christina 
Urrela, Spanish professor, has solved the 
child care question by hiring a full -time 
nanny to take care of her son 
Christopher. Unfortunately this is a 
temporary situation as the nanny is a 
citizen of Guatemala and her work permit 
expires in May. 
Urrela is not sure what she plans to do 
after that. It isn't financially feasible for 
either her or husband to stop working, 
and both have very busy schedules. 
Kent and Aileen Hooper are both 
German professors at the University of 
Puget Sound and have two children to 
take care of. 
"It would be nice," said Kent Hooper, 
'In general, 
obligations for child 
care are not 
recognized 
in the 
workplace.' 
German professor, "to have a short-term 
day care facility where we could just drop 
the kids off for a couple of hours on 
campus." He stated that it is difficult to 
find a day care center which will take 
children for only a couple of hours. 
This semester Aileen Hooper is only 
teaching one class so it is easier to divide 
the child care responsibilities between the 
two of them without resorting to day 
care. 
"For me I wasn't satisfied with 
working full time and using day care," 
said Aileen. "I felt like I wasn't doing 
either job properly. I just feel like time 
is going so quickly; I don't want to miss 
it. It is just two or three years until they  
are in school." 
Aileen noted that not all parents have 
this option and that provisions should be 
made for them. "We're fortunate to both 
be teaching and to be able to arrange our 
schedules like this. Not many careers 
allow this," she said. 
A day care center on campus could 
influence Aileen's plans for the future. 
"There is a chance I could teach full-time 
again next fall, but I am debating it," she 
said. "I know I would teach full-time if 
there were a day care on campus. It would 
be really wonderful. The kids would be 
near by, and it would be easy to drop 
them off and pick them up." 
Urrela agreed with the Hoopers about 
having a day care center on campus. "I do 
feel that it would be wonderful if 
something were available on campus," 
she said. "It would be an awful lot easier 
for me, and I think it would be a very 
good thing for the university to have in 
terms of attracting faculty in general, 
but particularly women faculty." 
A day care center could be an attractive 
feature to prospective faculty Kent 
Hooper pointed out. "I think it'd be a 
very strong selling point for the 
institution. You could attract faculty 
members." 
David Tinsley, German professor with 
a four year old son, noted that while a  
- 
day care center could help his situation, 
not every faculty or staff person would 
benefit from it. "Usually you want the 
day care near the spouse with the most 
flexibility, and that's not always the 
spouse on campus." 
Currently Tinsley and his wife, who 
both work full-time, use a combination 
of a Montessori School and a caretaker 
who comes to their home to watch their 
son. "We were looking for a situation in 
which there were smaller groups and he 
could get a lot of individual attention, 
but that was not easily available so we 
opted for this combination," said 
Tinsley. "That combination is quite 
expensive and so it's not an option for a 
lot of people." 
Tinsley added that the quality of care a 
child receives in a day care center depends 
on how much the parent must pay. 
"Generally the less you pay, the less 
attention your child receives," he said. 
"Single parents who have no choice 
Ilabout workingj are quite often helpless." 
The difficulty of dividing time 
between child care demands and 
professional demands was something that 
Tinsley noticed. "In general, obligations 
for child care are not recognized in the 
workplace. The same performance of a 
parent is expected as of a non-parent, 
whether that's fair or not," he said. 
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Pendleton''s 
red heat bums 
Loggers 
By Gary Brooks 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound men's basketball 
team fell prey to the hot hand of 
Anthony Pendleton. 
In what was a tightly contested and 
well-played game for 35 minutes. 
Pendleton rose to the occasion for the 
Saints. He nailed three 3-point baskets 
within the final five minutes of play to 
put the game Out of reach for the 
Loggers, 66-59 last Friday at the Puget 
Sound Memorial Fieldhouse. 
The contest featured 19 lead changes 
and four ties until the 4:52 mark of the 
second half when the fifth of Pendleton's 
seven 3-pointers ripped the net. From 
that point on, the Loggers were forced to 
foul, and St. Martin's won the game at 
the line. 
Puget Sound coach Bob Niehl 
commented that Pendleton made some 
extremely tough shots under pressure and 
was pretty good when he got rolling. 
It was a battle between the dominating 
inside game of Puget Sound and the 
outside shooting of St. Martin's 
throughout the first half with the Saints 
leading 31-25 after 20 minutes of play. 
Mark Schultz and Jon Mitchell used 
their height as an advantage but St. 
Martins' accuracy from the field allowed  
them to carry the six point lead into the 
locker room. 
The second half was a showdown 
between Marco Beal an the former Pac- 10 
star, Pendleton. They each nailed four 3-
pointers in the half as Beal scored 17 of 
his team leading 22 points, and 
Pendletdn tossed in 14 of his game-high 
23 points. 
From the 17:00 mark to the two 
minute mark the lead was never more 
Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
He's milky, dazzing the crowd with 
quick, slashing drives and 3-point 
bombs. And his last second heroics in 
Logger victories has earned him the 
honor of this week's Athlete of the 
week. 
"I just try to play my best," Deal said. 
"It's nice to be rewarded." 
Indeed, Deal has picked the right time 
to turn up his game. With only two 
games left in the regular season, Puget 
Sound needs all the offensive punch they 
can muster. 
"I try to work with the offense, but if I 
see an opening I'll take it," Beal said. 'If 
the openings start to close, I'll limit my 
options somewhat." 
Beal, a junior from Tacoma, 
Washington, shot 60% from 3-point 
range and averaged almost 21 points in 
last weeks' action. Beal's accuracy from 
than four points for either team. Puget 
Sound controlled the pace of the game, as 
they used a slow and deliberate offense to 
find the best scoring opportunities. With 
Schultz dropping baskets in on the inside 
and Beal filling the hoop from the 
outside, the Loggers stayed ahead of St. 
Martins until Pendleton got hot. 
"I thought we played a good basketball 
game," coach Niehl said. "We kept the 
game at our tempo."  
3-point range landed him second in the 
District. Playing in his hometown has 
meant a lot to Beal. 
"It feels good when people recognize 
me from high school and old friends 
come out to watch me play," said Deal. 
The Loggers are entering the most 
crucial part of their season, and if they 
hope to finish well, Beal will be a key 
part to their success. It has also been a 
good season for Beal, and post season 
accolades are sure to follow. 
"I'd like to make the all-league team, 
but that's not up to me to decide," Beal 
said. "I just want to keep working hard 
and play my best." 
As for the upper-middle class Puget 
Sound environment, Beal had this much 
to say: 
"White people are really nice." 
The Saints finished up the game by 
burying four straight threes and hitting 
five free throws to continue a twelve 
game winning streak. 
The loss put the Loggers at 5-4 in 
district play, in a dog fight for 4th place 
and the right to host an opening round 
playoff game. The Loggers' remaining 
two games are in the Memorial 
Fieldhouse on Friday and Saturday 
evening and will play a key role in the 
playoff picture. 
0 
LM 
Athlete' of the Week 
Beal emerges as running man of Logger offense 	 4 
10001.. 
Earn up to $1000 in one week 
for your campus organization. 
Plus a chance at 
$5000 more! 
This program works! 
No investment needed. 
Call 1-800-9320528 Ext. 50 
I Cruise Ship Jobs 
HIRING Men - Women. Summer! 
Year Round PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL, 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel, Caribbean, 
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico, 
CALL NOW! Call refundable, 
1-206-736-7000, Ext._Cl 124 
r------------------ S , B 
(formerly Swensen's) 
I 1620 So. Mildred 565-8336 
Buy one burger i 
plate at regular 
price - get the I 
second one 
FREE 
COUPON 	 Exp. 6-1-91 	 I 
L----------------- 
Learn to scuba dive and 
low prices on gear/rental 
588-8368 
PRO DIVERS SUPPLY 
9109 Veterans Dr. SV, Tacoma 
Open Mon-Fri 12-8 
Sat 8-8 
Oregon 
State 
University 
Master of Business Administration Program 
 
- Four to six term program 
- Open to all Majors 
- Enter any Term 
Visit with our representative in the 
Student Union 
8:30 - 11:30 
Thursday, February 21, 1991 
1. 
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Bruno Zalubil 
Guest Contributor 
It's spring again and everyone knows 
that with spring comes baseball. The 
Puget Sound baseball team is loaded with 
experienced players, and they are ready to 
carry on the sacred spring tradition of our 
national pasttime. 
Brad Cheney is in his sixth year as the 
head coach and is very optimistic about 
the season ahead. With thirty-one 
players, he has the biggest team in ten 
years, but he also believes that it is a 
very strong and prepared team. 
"Pretty much, we work around the year 
either hitting the weights or playing 
caich in Warner Gym," Cheney said. 
His assistant coaches Steve Brown, 
Norm Webstad, and Jim Field are an 
integral part of the team and have really 
done well in preparing the team. 
They really put in a lot of time." 
Cheney predicts that there will be a lot 
of home runs and movement on the 
basepaths. However, the defensive team 
will also be very sturdy and reliable. 
"Catcher is our strongest position," 
Cheney explains. "Our catching will be 
the best in the league. Justin Maloof 
plays strong at second base and he will 
be our lead off hitter. Our outfield is as 
good as it gets in this league. But this 
team has a lot of power. We're definitely 
going to swing the bat." 
The Logger pitching staff will also do 
well. Cheney's pitching coach, Steve 
Brown, has set up a three man rotation. 
J.C. Rice and Chris Kostohris are two of 
the starters and the third position is still 
up for grabs, but Rice and Kostohris are 
both seniors and each have a lot of 
experience. According to Cheney, "We 
don't really have a closer, but we'll have 
two bullpen guys." 
The pitching staff will have to log a 
lot of hours and avoid injury for the 
success of this team. Over spring break, 
the team will tour Hawaii where they 
will have little time to recuperate 
between starts, and only one injury to a 
starting pitcher could easily spell defeat. 
"Depth is going to be a problem," says 
Cheney. "Over spring break we have ten 
games in eight days. That is a real 
workout for these guys." 
"Overall, the best thing for our team is 
that we have a lot of juniors and 
seniors," Cheney admits. "The experience 
on this team is excellent. It can only 
help." 
About seventeen of the players on this 
team also played in a summer league 
where they learned how to win. "We are 
coming off of a great summer," Cheney 
explains. "We play in a summer league 
which includes The University of 
Washington and some Canadian teams, 
and it was a pretty big deal because we 
won the division and went on to 
Witchita, Kansas." 
The forty-four game schedule is 
rigorous with little rest in places, but the  
experience on the team will play a major 
role in the focus and momentum of the 
team when the end of the season arrives. 
The season starts on Friday at 2 PM 
when George Fox College visits Tacoma 
for the first Puget Sound game of the 
season. "George Fox College won the 
Oregon division last year," says Cheney, 
Karl Zener 
Staff Writer 
Led by captains Bryce Lopez and Jed 
Feltis, the men's lacrosse team has 
reason to be optimistic for this 
upcoming season. Coming off a 3-7 
season, the consensus is that this year's 
team will be much improved. 
"I wouldn't be surprised if we went 7-3 
this year," sophomore Mike Lemma said. 
The reason for this attitude is mainly 
because of a talented crop of freshman 
and recently found head coach Sean 
Alexander. 
"We got tired in the second half and 
other teams kept throwing in fresh 
players," Lemmo said. "This year we 
have an incredible freshman group that 
brings more experience to the team." 
Indeed, there are ten freshman this year 
who have previous experience and can 
play together. The Logger's new asset, 
freshman Wake Greg, will help the team 
immensely at goalie. 
Ever since the Lacrosse team was 
banned from Todd Field for practice, 
things have not gone too well. Until 
recently, the team lacked a coach and  
"but we beat them both times when we 
met them last year." 
Also, says Cheney, "The support the 
team gets from the university is great. 
When the weather is nice and the 
fraternities and sororities come out and 
fill the stands, we have the best crowds 
in the league. I'd like it to continue." 
cohesiveness as a unit. Sean Alexander 
filled the void of coach, and injured 
player Mike Cooperman directed his 
teammates. 
Alexander is also the football team's 
defensive line coach. He was an All-State 
Colorado High School defensive player 
but his bad back has limited him to a 
coaching role. 
"Now that we have a coach, I feel we 
will be a much better team," sophomore 
Todd Wise said. "No longer will we be a 
bunch of individuals playing with each 
other, but a unit playing another team." 
Practice will also be more rigid with a 
coach, who will set some standards. "If 
people don't want to play hard core, then 
they're not going to play," Lemmo said. 
"No more missing practice." 
The lacrosse team will start the season 
with a game at PLU on February 23rd 
and then play Microsoft. 
"Even though we lost our best two 
players, I still think we'll be better this 
year because we're more disciplined and 
have good freshmen players," sophomore 
Steve Porter said. 
Men's LaCrosse on the rise 
ADMTSSION COUNSELOR 
To begin May 20, 1991 (or earlier). Requires a bachelors degree 
or equivalent student services experience; strong communications 
skills, both written and oral; the ability to work independently 
within a team management structure; a willingness to assume 
responsibility; an aptitude for organization; a commitment to liberal 
arts education and access to an automobile. Responsibilities include: 
communication with prospective students, parents, and other 
interested groups on the telephone s through letters, and through oral 
presentations; travel to high schools in an assigned geographic area; 
the development of programs related to admission work: and the 
evaluation of applications for admission. Interested individuals 
should submit a letter of interest, resume, and names of three 
references to the UPS Personnel Department, 1218 North Lawrence 
Street. Application deadline is March 8, 1991. For additional 
information, call 756-3368. 
Taught by 
Master Instructor 
5th Degree Black Belt 
Sungdo Hong 
UPS Student Special 
752-7204 
4413 6th Avenue 
Tacoma, WA 98406 
(Stevens St. and, 6th) 
Letters '1 
Missing mailings 
languish in limbo 
To the Editor: 
I'm in a good mood today. 
Mail always helps to cheer me up, and 
today I got five letters. Of course, one 
was from American Express with this 
great deal for students -- I really couldn't 
tell you what the deal was because I 
promptly recycled the contents without 
reading it. 
I would have forgotten all about it 
except that the very next letter I opened 
was about an internship opportunity, 
along with a cover letter from Academic 
and Career Advising reassuring me that 
this company does n o t have my name 
and address because "University policy 
does not permit our making names and 
addresses available ... for the mailing." 
How is it that Discover Card, 
American Express, and Visa are able to 
obtain my campus name and address and 
use it frequently when a possible future 
employer is not? I could certainly do 
without the junk mail. 
While on the subject of mail, can 
anybody tell me where the mail limbo 
is? I have gone to the mail room to ask 
for mail I know I have waiting for me 
and there is somehow nothing there for 
me. Then a week later, it shows up along 
with a stack of other mail postmarked 
more than week earlier. A friend of mine 
nearly missed signing her scholarship 
check on time because her mail was in 
limbo. 
I live in a university-owned house and 
the CC is the only one allowed to pick 
up our campus mail. I know CC's are 
busy, but we receive campus mail at our 
house concerning things which have 
already happened or deadlines which have 
already passed. Surely there is a better 
way. 
I know my frustrations with mail at 
school are not isolated -- I've talked to 
other people with similar problems, and 
also difficulties with getting addresses 
changed or mail forwarded. 
Does anybody have any answers? 
Rebecca Walpole 
Flash wounds 
To the Editor: 
I am a member of the Photo Services 
staff, a small team of dedicated people 
who provide almost all of the 
photographs you see in the Trail and 
Tarnanawas. 
Since a representative of our staff is at 
nearly every event on campus over the 
course of a year, we make it a policy to 
be as courteous as possible. Whenever 
possible, we ask the coordinator of the 
event if taking pictures or using a flash 
will present a problem. 
However, on a recent assignment, the 
members of the organization I was 
assigned to photograph not only received 
my presence rather coldly, but were rude 
and hostile when I attempted to take 
photographs. I respected the wishes of 
those who didn't want their pictures 
taken, but their requests were far from 
polite. 
When we take photographs at an event, 
our purpose is not to annoy or 
inconvenience the participants, but 
provide a service to the readers of tH. 
newspaper and yearbook. Please help 
to provide that service by communicatiu, 
with us instead of expressing contempt. 
Jon Howell 
Photo Services 
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1 Editorial Policy 
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students ofthe Uiuversity ofPuget Sound. 
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the wews ofrhe A ssociated Students, the 
University, or its Board of Trartees. Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the opinion of a 
majority of the core staff. Gue3t opinions are printed at the discretion of the Editor. The Trail 
reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All 
letters mart have a signature and a phone number and are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. Anon ymour 
letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other correspondence may 
by addressed to: The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416. 
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11  Staff Editorial 
Vote unanimous: apathy wins 
Chances are you arent reading this. 
Chances are, you're just an average student who is trying to make it through the 
week. You're focused more on surviving with your CPA intact than on the world 
around you. 
Yet this is the time of year when focusing solely on classes, family, and friends 
becomes an indication that you are APATHETIC. That's right, it's election time, but 
instead of participating in elections, you have better things to do. We all have better 
things to do. Or at least that's what it seems like when interest in elections is so low 
that most Senate candidates run unopposed (if there is a candidate for the position at 
all), and out of a student body of almost 3000, only one individual feels he is qualified 
to be president. But why is this, when these are the people who will be spending your 
money next year? Why will only a few hundred of you - if that many - bother to stop 
by a poii station and take the 30 seconds required of your time to vote? 
Do you really buy the excuse that these new elections procedures are just too 
confusing for the average college student, with about 15 years of education behind him 
or her, to understand? Many of you probably didn't even realize election formats had 
changed. Maybe you just don't think you have the time. Whatever the explanations or 
the defenses, the finger of accusation points to a student body who apparently just don't 
care what happens in their student government, the organization set up to advocate and 
protect their interests. 
But, in all reality, should the students take all the blame for their disinterest and lack 
of action? Is it the fault of the students or the fault of ASUPS itself that so few people 
are running? When the newly elected (or should we say newly okayed?) ASUPS 
government examines the elections of spring, 1991, will they take a closer look and 
find themselves partly to blame for low turnouts and low interest? Isn't it possible that 
ASUPS hasn't made enough pertinent information readily available to spark student 
interest and action? 
The majority of students have never attended a senate meeting, and don't know what 
the senate does when it isn't doling out money to various clubs and organizations. This 
lack of awareness can easily be remedied with explanations. But all too often, liaison 
reports, if they are distributed at all, are used as an advertising service rather than an 
account of what is going on behind the open door of senate. Links with faculty, staff, 
and trustees should be explained so that students know whom among their student 
representatives to go through when they wish to communicate formally with any or all 
of these administrative bodies. If ASUPS is the advocate of the students, shouldn't the 
students know what is being advocated and how? 
In short, everyone is responsible for the overwhelming flood of apathy which is 
drowning our campus of late. If you haven't caught on by now, this is all a big vicious 
cycle which will only keep perpetuating itself until someone, somewhere, from some 
part of the campus, breaks the cycle and forces everyone to drag themselves out of the 
mire of complacency in which we are all slowly sinking. Those who are involved are to 
be commended for the things they have already been able to accomplish, but there is 
much that could be done that isn't, simply because no one cares enough to do it. 
If we can't appeal to your idealism (do any of us really haV any of that left?), then 
let us appeal to your self-interest. You're just an average student, and you may think 
you have better things to do. But the people coming into office are going to be 
handling your money and representing your opinions. If you don't think thirty 
seconds can affect your future, think again. And when you're done thinking, take those 
thirty seconds and vote so you keep control of your future. 
Jenny Apple ASUPS Reporter 
Marc C. Johnson Gulf War Reporter 
Jennifer Shepard Features Editor 
Shannon Manning A&E Editor 
KatiaHanna A&EAssistant 
Stephanie Schleicher Calendar Editor 
Lorraine van As CalaularF4itcr 
JASON'S APATHY QUIZ 
Complete the following statement with the appropriate numbered option. 
While sitting in a quiet meadow, I observe a small bird as she comes to rest near me. 
So of course I... 
...stay very still, in hopes that I can bask in its Zen tranquility. 	 a 
...stay very still, in hopes that I can photograph it, for future zoological and 
demographic compatability research. 
...stay very still, in hopes that I can club it over the head, eat it raw and roll 
naked in the mud, while praying to the ancient Sumerian god, "Zofath." 
.. .stay very still while I realize that this event has nothing to do with my major, 
so I go home and watch the news with my eyes shut and the sound off. 
If you even bothered to read this, you are not a student here. 
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Q. Would you support draft re-instatement? 	 20% would 80% would not 
To The Trail: 
"End of season disaster ... Women 
can't keep up with Saints" (The Trail, 
2-14-91, p.  12, cols. 2-4) was, as Jimmy 
PCarter said of the Iranian rescue in 1980, 
an "incomplete success." The article was 
clear and pithy and contained few typos. 
More, I applaud coverage of women's 
basketball. However, in defense of our 
women's basketball team, I must protest 
some shortcomings in the article. 
On most newspapers the writers do not 
write their own headlines, so I do not 
blame Mark Dimling for the "end of 
season disaster" header. However, 
whoever wrote the headline probably 
derived it from Mr. Dimling's article, 
which was unabashedly negative. Better 
reserch would have led Mr. Dimling to 
discover that the Portland Saints were an 
A.A.U. team composed largely of 
experienced, accomplished former 
collegiate players. Since the Loggers 
(n.b., 'Lady Loggers" is unnecessary 
verbiage because they are the only 
women's basketball team we have; if the 
editors and reporters of The Trail do not 
understand what is problematic about 
calling any woman a "Lady Logger" or a 
lady anything, may I recommend courses 
from women's studies?) were, in effect, 
playing an exhibition game against an 
all-star team, it is hardly clear that the 
loss was a "disaster." 
Indeed, given the talent the Saints 
evinced, staying as close as the Loggers 
did constituted a moral victory. Perhaps 
Mr. Dimling disagrees. In any case, he 
should have informed readers who (as in 
"WHO? WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? and 
HOW?) the Loggers were playing. 
Readers could then judge for themselves 
whether student-athletes selected as much 
for brains as talent should be expected to 
beat women chosen for talent alone from 
all of metropolitan Portland. 
The second paragraph of the article was 
hysterical. "Portland established their 
dominance early, taking the tip and 
forging a 2-0 lead." With all due respect, 
does anyone read this copy before you 
publish it? In a game that featured 149 
points, a 2-0 lead seems insignificant. 
Indeed, I should point out for your future 
reference that a two-point lead is only 
one point more than the smallest 
possible lead and but a basket away from 
no lead at all. 
Mr. Dimling noted that UPS responded 
to this 2-0 domination by running off 
eight consecutive points. This raises two 
points. First, if a two-point lead was 
dominating, the six-point lead of the 
Loggers must have been devastating to 
the Saints. I salute the Saints for not 
retiring from the court immediately. 
Second, given that this was an exhibition 
game against truly fine competition, the 
ability of the Loggers to run off eight 
straight points shows that not 
"everything that could go wrong ... went 
wrong." In fact, the Loggers were, as Mr. 
Dimling commendably noted, within 
nine points at the half and within five 
during the second half. They scored 62 
points against a very strong squad. The 
Loggers' tenacity was praiseworthy. They 
simply exhausted themselves as Portland 
kept bringing experienced, mature "all 
stars" off its bench to run at the Loggers. 
One of the reasons I almost never miss a 
home game is that our women exhibit an 
abundance of what collegiate sports are 
supposed to be about (and almost never 
are about): character. 
The other reason I strive never to miss 
games is Annie Pettigrew. I regret that 
this exhibition did not send Annie Out 
with a home win, but that would have 
been a miracle against competition this 
stiff. Mr. Dimling aptly noted one of 
Annie's amazing feats. However, I 
suggest he could have improved his 
article in two ways. First, he could have  
apprised readers of how remarkable Ms. 
Pettigrew has been. That would have 
been a fitting tribute and no six-footer 
was blocking Mr. Dimling from that 
goal. I hope he responds to my letter by 
writing such a tribute. 
Second, one memorializes a fantastic 
team player by pointing out how she 
made her teammates better. One 
interviews the team and accentuates the 
positive. This team is young and 
improving. It may be better next year 
despite the loss of Ms. Pettigrew to 
graduation, but all of the women on the 
team are better for having played with 
her. Annie could have piled up even more 
impressive numbers to commemorate her 
senior year. Instead, she played team ball 
and let the numbers take care of  
themselves. She gave all of herself for 
the team. There is a positive term for 
that -- "winning." 
I believe in freedom of press. Mr. 
Dimling is free to stress the negatives 
and to ridicule athletes who have paid the 
price for his respect. I just don't 
understand why he wanted to disparage 
what all of us ought to admire and, if we 
have the guts, emulate. Mr. Dimling is a 
writer of some talent. If he can marry 
effort and aititude to that talent in the 
future, he may match the achievements 
of the 1990-9 1 women's basketball team. 
If he can summon the courage and 
perseverance of Annie Pettigrew, he may 
win a Pulitzer Prize. 
William Haltom 
Q. Would you go if you were drafted? 
	 45% would 55% would not 
Q. Should women be drafted? 	 54% say yes 36% say no 
Q. If they go, should women fight? 
	 52% say yes 48% say no 
Q. Should Hussein be allowed to stay in power? 18% say yes 73% say no 
Q. Do you support the use of nuclear 
weapousiftheycouldendthewarsooner? 	 9% say yes 82% say no 
Q. Should Israel retaliate? 	 25%sayyes 70%sayno 
Q. Has your opinion of George Bush gone 
up or down since the war began? 
	 36% are up 55% are down 
Q. Are you personally involved with someone 
fighting in the Gulf crisis? 	 38% are not involved 
21% close friends there 
27% family members there 
43% acquaintance there 
Q. What sources do you follow for info.? 
	 79% newspapers 
These results were compiled from returned Trail 
	
63% television 
surveys, a pool of56 respondents, 
	
25% magazines 
half men. Thank you for responding. 	 11% radio 
25% other sources 
Uncommitted critics can't complain convincingly 
By Lisa Matye 
I Guest Contributer 
Currently nine people are running unopposed for positions in ASUPS. So, why 
should you go Out to the polls and vote for these people? After all, its not like any 
of them won't be elected or get into office, right? True. Which brings us back to the 
original question, why should you vote? Because these people are going to spend 
your money, tell the administration what you think, and be asked to represent your 
ideas. Why should they listen to what you bitch and moan about if you don't even 
have the ability to stop by one of the many poii booths and vote?? 
Obviously these people care enough (more than the rest of you) to put their time 
and energy into this organization. I admire them for that, but I also know that some 
of them will not feel the need to fulfill the responsibilities of their positions if they 
feel that no one out there in "apathy land" cares. I'm sony, but I really don't have 
much respect for those people in our world who are the first in line to gripe about 
something and point out the errors, but are probably the last ones to actually get 
their hands dirty by doing anything about it. 
I have discovered that there are quite a few people on this campus involved in quite 
a few things. Those people, the ones actively involved, have every right to gripe. I 
would like to take this time to recognize those people who work hard on campus to 
enrich student life in a variety of ways. The Student Programmers do an incredible 
job considering the amount of feedback they get from the student body. To those of 
you who seem to miss the various activities and events they bring to campus I 
suggest you wake up and look around. In the next week alone, Student Programmers 
will bring you five different events. The people downstairs in the basement of the 
SUB involved in the Media and Cellar also put a lot of energy and effort into their 
jobs, yet how come all that they hear from the students on campus is "You screwed 
up," or "You don't offer enough (whatever you wish to fill in.) Of 
course, my favorite one is when The Trail gets attacked for being too liberal here at  
our liberal arts school. Constructive criticism is helpful and needed, but just griping 
is really not necessary. How come those people griping aren't down here putting out 
the paper or yearbook or whatever? By the way, to those of you in these areas I have 
mentioned and all of the others out there (you know who you are!!) - Good Job!! 
Keep up the good work and keep improving. 
Student government (and associated areas) is hard work for those involved that 
actually do their jobs. I'm not denying that the jobs couldn't be done better by some 
of us, after all there is always room for improvement. Nor am I denying that some 
people involved aren't doing their jobs at all. Everyone is welcome to criticize this, 
but if you criticize be prepared to defend that criticism and take some action and 
responsibility. To those of you out there who are all talk and no action - shut up or 
put up. Either do something about your gripes by getting involved, or just give us 
your money and leave it at that. These people are responsible to you, and it is your 
responsibility to make them live up to this commitment. I know, after seeing 
American voters who are hardly active in the democratic process, what makes me 
think that we can do it here in a smaller version, fondly known as "Camp U.P.S.?" 
As my father and a person who used to be a close friend would say, I'm too idealistic. 
Ah well, I'd rather fight a battle, even an uphill one, instead of just laying down and 
taking it as it comes. 
Earlier this semester I asked about the administration and the hollow promises it 
offers. The administration probably loves it that students are so apathetic and 
disorganized. It offers them an excuse for not listening to the student voice. I really 
think that it is time.to stop wasting our energy complaining and instead focus on 
making the existing system credible and efficient. Get out and vote. Make these 
people responsible to YOU. If you don't, I hope they spend your money by going 
out to dinner once a week, or throwing themselves a party. After all, I'm a senior, 
I'm ouua here. Why the hell should I care?? 
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Votersroveapp 	 " 	 " jungle campaign in 750 languages 4 By Bill Marchese 	 . 
Media Advisor 	 Mt=i,-1pm_i-1v -1pmiy'r -'v 3mn th i- r1i5lmPnt1rv rr v'p htw rinhi r,'ci'ntls, hpcsn infict, 
With the upcoming campus elections, I am reminded of a campaign I observed a few 
years ago in the wilds of Papua New Guinea (PNG) that gave new meaning to the term 
bush league politics. 
It was the countrys third national election since independence, and more than 1,800 
candidates vied for 109 seats in the national government under the banners of a dozen 
major political parties. In 1987, PNG still had no national television, no Dan Rather to 
sort Out the campaign details, and an estimated 750 different languages shared among 
the 3 million people in the California-sized country. To an American observer, the 
apparent confusion of a PNG election rates with a Chinese fire drill. But the intense 
involvement by people and the election excitement is worth it. 
Despite the communications challenge, the jumble of candidates and political parties 
and other problems, political zest is everwhere and voter apathy is unknown. Every 
adult has the right to vote and turnout runs as high as 95 percent in villages and cities 
alike, I was told. We could learn a lesson from them. 
I spent six months in PNG as a consultant to help organize a political group led by 
Michale Somare, the former Prime Minster. Doubling as Somare's speechwriter, I 
penned economic and political talks in English, which Somare delivered to university 
audiences, business groups and journalists. Some of these speeches were translated into 
pidgin, Mow or one of the other indigenous languages of the people. We also printed 
four-color posters of candidates, which, because of a general lack of media hype, had the 
impact of a 20/20 TV special. Fresh posters tacked up on buildings in the capital city, 
Port Moresby, attracted crowds of 100 people who read them and discussed the 
candidates in detail. It seemed a far cry from the mass produced campaign literature here 
that goes largely ignored in campus and U.S. elections. 
With the variety of languages-- about one third of all the languages on earth are 
spoken in Papua New Guinea-- it amazed me that people communicated at all. The 
three languages of English, Motu and pidgin bridge most language barriers, and 
supplement village language or place talk.' 
Language is only part of the vast diversity of PNG, which casts many hues among 
its people, wildlife and tribal life. The Huli people in the Highlands, for example, treat 
women like property and purchase wives for 10 pigs or the equivalent. In the Trobnand 
Islands just offshore from the main island, women are free, owners of the land and 
sometimes order men around. Political styles vary accordingly. Of the 1,800 candidates 
for national office, however, only a handful were women.  
into a culture that some would call primitive. At political rallies, people will show u 
in colorful plumage, traditional grass skirts, body and face paint, which is a way c 
showing respect. Villagers honor visiting politicians with a "sing-sing," the PN( 
equivalent to a Texas barbeque, and the dancing, drums and festival carries on long ii 
the night. 
Compared to a one-day election in the U.S., voting in PNG takes six week 
Portable polling booths are trucked around the highways and back roads into villages b 
the national election commission, which sends runners ahead to act as town crier 
announcing the time and location of the election. Some of the roads are washed o 
when the election occurs in the rainy season, and the jungle terrain is dense and rugge 
making schedules hard to follow. 
To bridge the language barrier, the government prints ballots with pictures of th 
candidates for each of the 19 provinces. To vote, one marks an "x" on the box besid 
the picture of the candidate, which makes a picture worth 750 different languages. 
"Whisper voting" is allowed because many people cannot write, nor figure out th 
paper ballot, which can reach bedsheet proportions. The voter, speaking in his villag 
language, instructs an interpreter by a whisper how to mark the ballot. Another offic4 
is usually present to oversee the process and insure against cheating. After the ballot 
cast, each voter's hand is stamped with an indelible ink, impossible to wash off or we 
off for a couple of days, but there are usually charges of election fraud anyway. 
While the election processs in PNG has been described as "primitive" (a word I n 
longer use when describing that country), at least the system encourages the multitud 
to run for office, not just a few. The wealth of candidates implies hope in a politic 
process in which people can, and do, rise from obscure posts to prime minister. 
United States, with over 200 years of independence, has fine-tuned its election proce 
to a high tech science compared to PNG. We have the opportunity to vote in natiom 
state, local and campus elections, and perhaps we become bored with the repetition. \ 
wrote the book on media hype and instant communication. But in the process 
becoming sophisticated, we lost our spontaneity and perhaps our optimism. There 
much we could learn from PNG. 
Bill Marchese, the Media Advisor at the University of Puget Sound, is a journali 
who has observed elections in Alaska and Illinois as well as Papua New Guinea. 
If you thought that finding a color 
IJ1IiurtI I1ftU Macintosh® system you could afford 
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream 
come true. 
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display 
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. 
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets 
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds. 
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to 
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the 
same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program, you're well 
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer—thanks to 
the versatile Apple® SuperDhve which can read from and write to Madntosh, 
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. 
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch 
yourself. It's better than a dream—it's a Macintosh. 
For more information contact 
The Bookstore 
756-3270 
The University of 
Puget So6nd 
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